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Abstract 
The radial behavior of a particle in a gravitational potential according to special relativity is described considering the 
equivalence of inertial and gravitational mass with a conservative energy. The radial velocity of a particle falling from 
rest contains a term, in addition to that expected classically, which would appear to weaken the effect of gravity at high 
velocities. The result for the radial acceleration is that the masses of all falling objects eventually become entirely 
kinematic with a speed reaching the speed of light at one-half the Schwarzschild radius. The analysis supports a 
formulation for gravity that is Lorentz covariant and is compared with general relativity, which contains a similar 
additional term to low-order approximation which predicts an even greater effect.   
Keywords: Energy conservation; General relativity; Mass equivalence. 
1. Introduction 
A century after development of the theory of general relativity [1, 2], recent cosmological discoveries concerning dark 
matter and the expansion of the universe have prompted proposals of alternative theories of gravity [3-6].  These theories 
have questioned the origin of some of the successes of general relativity, such as its agreement in accounting for the 
anomalous precession of the perihelion of the planet Mercury [7-10].  Here we investigate the motion of a freely falling 
body in a gravitational potential considering the equivalence of mass in special relativity when the conservation of energy 
is strictly enforced [10]. 
2. Discussion 
2.1. Free fall 
Our approach [10] rests on the assumption by Phipps [7-9] that inertial mass and gravitational mass are identical, but also 
takes into account gravitational effects on the metric. The latter resolves a discrepancy of a factor of one-half in 
determining the anomalous precession of Mercury‟s perihelion [8-10].  Now we consider radial behavior using a test 
particle with mass m0 initially far from a large mass M falling vertically from rest toward a spherical body. The situation 
at low velocities is described in classical mechanics by equating the gain in the kinetic energy of the particle with the loss 
in gravitational potential to conserve the total energy, Equation 1 
RGMmvm /2/ 0
2
0        (1) 
which integrates for the distance R 
  3/23/1 2/3)2( tGMR       (2) 
with G being the gravitational constant.  The situation is symmetrical with respect to reversal of the velocity v, in which 
case classically m0 would rise with infinite velocity (or the limiting speed c, the speed of light in special relativity) from 
superposition with M at zero time and gradually slow to a standstill at infinite distance and time. 
Assuming the equivalence of inertial and gravitational masses, a particle in motion would have the relativistic energy E/γ 
whereas at infinite separation the particle would be motionless with energy m0c
2
.  This requires a velocity dependence of 
the potential [7].  With conservation of energy and taking zero velocity far (at a distance r) from the gravitating mass M, 
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The velocity v expressed in Equation 3 
2/122/1 )2/1()/2( rcGMrGMv      (4) 
is smaller than that found classically from Equation 1, so that the effect of gravity would appear to be smaller since a 
particle would fall slower according to Equation 4 in comparison with Equation 1. Integration affords the distance r a 
particle falling (or rising) would travel in given a time t 
tGMrr 2/12/1 )2()2/)((
3
2
      (5) 
where α ≡ GM/c2.  Ignoring constants of integration and the higher order terms in the Taylor expansion to compare the 
distances r and R (Equation 2) 
)2/1()4/31()2/3()2( 3/23/23/1 rrrrtGM      (6) 
Thus, a velocity-dependent potential predicts that a falling mass will be more distant from an attractive body, and the 
distance traveled in freefall will be smaller, than expected from Newtonian mechanics by about the same factor as the 
velocity is reduced.  From Equation 4 this can be approximated at large r by 
22 4/12/1 cvr       (7) 
Conversely, the distance a particle with –v rises will be larger by the factor in Equation 7 compared to that predicted 
classically. 
General relativity also predicts a longer distance. For freefall from rest, a stationary observer far (at a distance D) from 
the gravitating bodies would find a coordinate velocity [11] 
)/21()/2(/ 2/1 DDGMdtdD       (8) 
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The logarithmic term will be nearly zero for large distances and can be ignored.  Therefore 
tGMDD 2/12/12/3 )2(4
3
2
      (10) 
and to first order 
  3/13/2 )2(/23)/41( GMtDD       (11) 
Thus, general relativity predicts that the distance traveled in a given time interval t will be greater than that expected from 
Newtonian mechanics by a factor of about 
22 /21/41 cvD        (12) 
which deviates from Equation 2 by an even larger amount than Equation 7. 
The velocity dependencies for a falling particle when the initial velocity v∞ = 0 are shown schematically in Figure 1.  
Classically the velocity (dR/dt) would increase without bound as the particles pass the speed of light at the Schwarzschild 
radius, 2α. Energy conservation predicts that the velocity (dr/dt) would become c at one-half the Schwarzschild radius, 
whereas general relativity (dD/dt) predicts that the velocity will go to zero at the Schwarzschild radius. This would seem 
to violate the conservation of energy. However, as general relativity was constructed from classical theory for low-field, 
low-velocity situations, it is not surprising that the predictions become unreasonable when applied to other regimes 
unless higher-order terms are included. 
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Figure 1. Velocities of particles in free fall in a gravitational potential for behavior described classically (dR/dt), by 
general relativity (dD/dt), and assuming mass equivalence as developed here (dr/dr). 
In a careful analysis, Reiss et al. [12] determined that the distances of high-redshift (0.35 <z< 0.55) supernovae are 10%-
15% farther than expected in a low mass density universe.  The force responsible for this effect has been ascribed to 
„dark energy‟ which has been proposed to decelerate the rate of expansion of the universe.  For an average red shift of z ~ 
0.45, v
2
/c
2
 ~ 0.126 which lies in the middle of the 10-15% range observed.  That is, compared to the classical expectation, 
the distances are farther than expected by a factor of about 1+v
2
/c
2
 for a distant observer.  This residual velocity-
dependent term would be intermediate between the predictions of Equation 7 and Equation 12. 
The result may be interpreted that the present velocities of matter are too low to escape gravitational attraction if gravity 
behaves according to Equation 12, the condition to reach homeostasis from general relativity, and the universe would be 
„closed.‟ On the other hand, the velocities would be too high for gravity to stop the expansion and the universe would be 
„open‟ according to energy conservation (Equation 3). Systems which are open or closed can be treated explicitly by 
modifying Equation 3 to include a nonzero final velocity v∞ at large separations for a particle rising from a gravitational 
potential as in Equation 13 
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In the case of an open system, v∞ will be finite; to reach a steady-state, it will be zero. The case of a closed system can be 
handled mathematically by taking v∞ to be imaginary (that is, v∞
2
< 0), keeping in mind that the particle will be excluded 
from such regions where it would have insufficient kinetic energy to rise above the potential at which its velocity 
decreases to zero. In this context, the terminal velocity would assume a role akin to the cosmological constant in general 
relativity [13], which is believed to be positive [14] indicating an infinite expansion. 
2.2. Lorentz Covariance 
As previously mentioned, the conservation of energy at small distances from a gravitating body presents a problem for 
general relativity. If velocity decreases as the potential decreases, energy as well as momentum will decrease as two 
masses approach one another and it is not obvious where the energy lost would deposit. In curved space times, 
complications remain. For example, energy seems to reside in the curvature itself and may increase as the universe 
expands. Such behavior belies observation that energy is not spontaneously created or lost even near massive objects. 
A theory based on mass equivalence when predicated on the conservation of energy avoids these difficulties. For a 
circular orbit, the tangential component of force on the test particle is 
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since the speed (v
2
)
1/2 
will be constant. This force is larger by the factor γ than that expected classically. The radial 
acceleration of the test particle in a gravitational potential would be 
Fma 2           (15) 
describing the acceleration a of a body with apparent mass  
  2/1220 )/1/(/1 cvrmm       (16) 
in a gravitational potential ‒GM/r.  Here the mass m0 is adjusted for the loss of potential energy due to the presence of the 
gravitational potential. The form of this expression requires the same terminal velocity c to be reached at the separation α 
by all masses starting at all distances and velocities below escape velocity. These relations have the appearance of a 
Lorentz-covariant force law wherein the force is reduced by the factor γ2 parallel to a field and increased by a factor 1/γ 
in directions perpendicular to the field. Such behavior is well established for electromagnetism [15] where the field is 
dominated by components perpendicular to the velocity at high velocities. The similarity places electromagnetic and 
gravitational phenomena on more equal footing. Essentially, space near a moving charge is anisotropic and concentrates 
forces in the directions perpendicular to the motion, and the force can be interpreted to arise from a change in velocity in 
compensation for the potential dependence of the mass (Equation 16) so as to conserve the total energy. 
The overall effect for a system of rapidly receding masses then would be an apparent decrease in the deceleration due to 
gravity along the direction of motion, with the result that masses would appear more distant than expected from the 
nonrelativistic term alone. On the other hand, masses would appear more crowded together angularly due to an increase 
in the transverse force. The most distant (highly redshifted) emissions would be moving away at the greatest speed, for 
which gravity would appear weakest in the direction of motion and strongest perpendicular to that direction. Light 
arriving from these sources would have extremely low energy, and the transit time would be very long. Then the mass 
would concentrate to a small viewing area, as expected for the perspective of an early expanding universe. 
3. Summary 
Consideration of the conservation of energy and the equivalence of gravitational and inertial mass allows straightforward 
interpretation of motion in gravitational potentials. Predictions for trajectories nearly match those of general relativity for 
low gravitational fields and velocities. However, the radial force is reduced by an amount γ2, so that the apparent 
distances travelled in energy conservation are less than those determined from Newtonian mechanics (but more than 
those predicted by general relativity). Rapidly receding objects will appear closer than expected classically, which may 
obviate the need for consideration of „dark energy‟ driving universal expansion. Forces in this theory arise due to the 
change of mass in a potential, consistent with gravity being Lorentz covariant and consolidating the resemblance of 
gravity to electromagnetism. The theory may have significant implications for deciding whether the fate of the universe 
is „open‟ or „closed‟ and the structure of gravitational black holes. 
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